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Graphic sex scenes expletives, drugs and
damaged personalities aside, False gods:
the ecstasy is the first book of a love story,
set in two parts. False gods explores the
nature of love, lust, addiction, telepathy
and the physics of the human soul. Our tale
of star-crossed lovers kicks off on an
investment banks trading floor in the heart
of the City of London in the mid 1990s. It
is a cynical and fast-paced environment
where the primary objects of worship are
money, sex, power and intoxicants. On first
sight, the young, beautiful, arrogant
Natasha Flynn and Sebastian Butler, a
handsome, ridiculously successful, older,
married man, fall in love. The details of
their eagerly embraced bargain are
communicated within weeks of their
meeting, it takes years to complete the
mechanics of execution...
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